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- The Fall of the UPC? Part I: Geeks (Engineers) Celebrate and the EPO Has Lost Its Tongue [2]
- USPTO? and EPO? Leaderships Have Similar Technical and Ethical Problems [3]
- Linux.com as Marketing Web Site of Its Sole Editor (After All Genuine Writers and Editors Laid Off) [4]
- If Techrights is a Conspiracy Website, What? s the Big Conspiracy? [5]
- Good Friday [6]
- You May Never Find a Better Time Than Now to Start a Freedom Lab [7]
- IRC Proceedings: Saturday, March 21, 2020 [8]
- Links 22/3/2020: RetroArch Emulator 1.8.5 Released and AMD Laptops With GNU/Linux [11]
- Links 21/3/2020: DXVK 1.6 Released, Arduino for Open Source Ventilators [12]